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My project, “Fragments of the Past,” explores human migration. 
It’s not just about people moving around but also the bits of cul-
ture, language, and identity that travel with them. Being part of the 
Pakistani diaspora, this work gives me a space to think about what 
home, place, identity, and belonging really mean with others.

To make the dwellings, I invited people to join me and work with re-
cycled materials and make the building they remember growing up 
in. As we worked we talked about the idea of “Home,” which turned 
out to be an emotional and flexible concept. Our thoughts were 
shaped by how cultural buildings look and feel. The main point of 
this workshop is to think about our experiences, be creative, and 
be aware of the environment. We learned how to turn simple card-
board boxes and other recyclables into little homes and buildings. 
It’s a way to connect personal stories with a broader understand-
ing of how migration affects people and the world around us.

I will be running the final workshop for this project on the private 
view of the MA Show at Margaret St 4:30-6:30 on the 14th of De-
cember. 
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